With an enormous singing voice that transcends her small frame, Mary Jennings has carved out her own unique
niche in the industry by doing things her way. Born into a family with strong musical roots, she began playing piano
at five and has fond memories of her grandparents teaching her vocal harmonies at a young age – a skill that is
very evident in her work today. Mary’s teenage years were marked by the sudden death of her mother in 2001 that
prompted a seismic surge in her musical expression and still inspires her songwriting today. A Casio-sponsored
artist, she was featured in an online advertising campaign for the company’s new line of keyboards in 2011 and her
song “The Darkness” was placed in the Lionsgate motion picture “Devil Seed.” Mary has organized a number of
tours as well, treating fans to a unique stage set-up when performing on her own, prominently featuring a loop
pedal that she uses to eﬀortlessly layer rhythmic beats and beautiful background harmonies over her unique piano
playing and vocals. Her newest album, Metamorphosis, subtly discusses the topics of the evolution and nature of
life in the same way that fans have seen and heard Mary’s music evolve over the years.
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One Brick
Catch 22
Metamorphosis
Home
This Means War
Tectonic Plates feat. Jeremy Nash
Love You Best
Tidal Waves

“A powerful, expressive voice.” The Deli Magazine : NYC
“(Mary) Jennings is a fiery siren that packs a big punch in a small
package…with an incredible vocal range, immaculate control, and
passionate words.” Underground Sound
“Mary Jennings knows how to deliver a song. Her highly personal and
emotional singing style is raw and captivating. It’s the sort of
performance that keeps audiences rapt with attention; leaning in….so
they don’t miss a thing.” Wildy’s World
“Mary Jennings is a captivating siren; as a full band, a wondrous singersongwriter-indie-rock-pop-experience not to be missed.” Blast
Magazine

FA CTS
Release date: June 1, 2015
METAMORPHOSIS features Nashville
singer/songwriter Jeremy Nash and was
produced by Nathan Rosenberg with
Ian O’Neill and Aaron Krause.
The music video for “Home” was filmed
in the lakeside woods of Tennessee and
can be seen on Mary’s YouTube
channel.
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